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Differentiating UP!

This workshop will include ideas and

materials from the below resources.

Questions?  

Dr. Richard Cash

Removing the Ceiling for ALL Learners

For beginning or advanced educators, this two-day seminar on differentiating UP will offer you numerous ideas

and strategies to challenge all your students.  To be successful, students must be proficient not only in the content

standards, but also in the advanced levels of thinking and learning.  Teaching to these complex levels of thinking

are essential components of effective learning.

Know specific techniques for differentiating UP in today's classroom

Know general learning styles, modes, and preferences and how to apply for purposes of differentiation

Be able to assist students in developing relevance through student interests for purposes of differentiation

Be able to build a thinking classroom infusing higher levels of reasoning

Be able to design rigorous learning options that challenge all students.

Be able to infuse creative thinking and critical reasoning tools into curriculum & instructional practices

Be able to construct leveled learning activities that challenge gifted/advanced learners, and scaffold for students who

need more supports

Be able to guide students towards greater independence and self-directedness

Understand the teaching and learning process

Understand the effect of quality curriculum and instructional practices on student achievement

Understand the effects of self-regulation for learning

Educators Will:

May 18 & 19, 2022      9:00 AM - 3:00 PM

This workshop is FREE for MVGTN Consortium

Members.  

Cost for non-consortium members is $200.00.

Register 

HERE!
Or at www.myquickreg.com

Dr. Richard Cash is an award-winning educator and author best known for his work in

differentiation and advanced learners.  His range of experience includes teaching, curriculum

coordination, and program administration.  Currently he is a widely respected education

consultant with nRich Educational Consulting, Inc (www.nrichconsulting.com).  His consulting work

has taken him throughout the United States and internationally.

His areas of expertise are educational programming, rigorous and challenging curriculum design,

differentiated instruction, 21st century skills, brain-compatible classrooms, gifted & talented

education, and self-regulated learning.  Dr. Cash authored the books on differentiation, gifted

learners and self regulation for learning.

Contact:

Steph Wagner, Director

swagner@cesa4.org

JoAnn Martin, Program Assistant

jmartin@cesa4.org
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